A general method for constructing sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs, i.e. digraphs that are k-arc-transitive but not (k + 1)-arc-transitive, is presented. Using our method it is possible to construct both finite and infinite examples. The infinite examples can have one, two or infinitely many ends. Among the one-ended examples there are also digraphs that have polynomial growth.
Introduction
For an integer k ≥ 1 a k-arc of a digraph Γ is a sequence (v 0 , . . . , v k ) of k + 1 vertices of Γ such that (v i−1 , v i ) is an arc of Γ for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We say that Γ is k-arc-transitive if Aut(Γ) acts transitively on the set of k-arcs of Γ and sharply k-arc-transitive if G is k-arc-transitive but not (k + 1)-arctransitive. In an undirected graph a k-arc is a sequence of k + 1 vertices such that v i−1 and v i are adjacent for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and v i−2 = v i if 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
The concept of k-arc transitivity was first introduced and investigated for (undirected) finite graphs, culminating in the striking result of R. Weiss [18] which states that a finite graph with valency ≥ 3 cannot be 8-arc-transitive. This result also holds for infinite graphs with polynomial growth as was shown in [15] . On the other hand, Hamann and Pott [6, Corollary 1.2] have shown that a 2-arc-transitive connected undirected graph with more than one end must be a regular tree (this was first proved for locally finite graphs by Thomassen and Woess [17, Theorem 3.2] ).
For digraphs the situation is more complicated. There exist several constructions of finite k-arc-transitive digraphs for arbitrarily large k (see e.g. [3, 14, 10] ). If the digraphs in consideration are infinite, then they might even be highly-arc-transitive, which means that the automorphism group is k-arc-transitive for all k ≥ 0, where 0-arc-transitivity means that the digraph is vertex-transitive. The concept of highly-arc-transitive digraphs was introduced in [2] . For infinite digraphs with more than one end it seems at a first glance that k-arc-transitivity, for sufficiently large k, might always imply that the digraph is also highly-arc-transitive. As was shown in [16] this really holds for certain digraphs with more than one end and prime inand out-valency and further results along these lines are proved in [12] . But in general this does not hold for digraphs with more than one end, as was shown by Mansilla [9] who constructed two-ended 2-arc-transitive digraphs that are not 3-arc-transitive.
In this paper we present a general method for constructing sharply karc-transitive digraphs. The basic construction takes as an input a digraph ∆ that satisfies mild symmetry conditions and an integer k and produces a sharply k-arc-transitive digraph. When ∆ is finite the construction produces a two-ended digraph and by varying ∆ one gets such digraphs with any possible valency. By choosing ∆ to be an infinite directed line with a loop attached at every vertex we get a sharply k-arc-transitive one-ended digraph with polynomial growth. Variations of the construction can be used to produce finite sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs as well as infinite sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs with exponential growth and one or infinitely many ends.
Remark. When we were nearing the completion of the project described in this paper we realized that our work is very closely related to the work done by Cheryl Praeger in [14] . Praeger only considers finite digraphs but one can show that the basic idea in her construction [14, Definition 2.10] can be modified to yield infinite digraphs that are isomorphic to the digraphs we construct in Section 1. Praeger's set up is not as general as ours and while she proves that her digraphs C r (v, s, ∆) are s-arc-transitive she does not consider the question if these graphs are sharply s-arc-transitive. In her paper she does construct a family C r (v, s) of finite digraphs that are sharply s-arc-transitive but the reason why these graphs are not (s + 1)-arc-transitive is entirely different from the reason why our graphs are not (s + 1)-arc-transitive. The connections between our work and Praeger's work in [14] are described in more details in remarks in Sections 1, 2 and 4.1.
Notation and terminology
A digraph Γ is a pair of sets (VΓ, EΓ) where VΓ is a set whose elements we call vertices and EΓ is a subset of VΓ × VΓ whose elements we call arcs. If (u, v) is an arc of Γ, then u is called the initial vertex and v the terminal vertex of the arc (u, v). In some examples we will use digraphs with loops, i.e. arcs of the type (v, v), and we also allow, if v = w, that both (v, w) and (w, v) are arcs. An undirected graph, or just graph, is similarly a pair (VΓ, EΓ) but now EΓ is a set of 1 and 2 element subsets of VΓ. The elements of EΓ are called edges. For a digraph Γ we define the underlying undirected graph as the undirected graph that has the same vertex set as Γ and the edge set consisting of all sets {u, v} where u and v are vertices in Γ and (u, v) or (v, u) is an arc in Γ.
For a vertex v in a digraph Γ we define the sets of in-and out-neighbours as
A vertex that is an in-or out-neighbour of v is said to be a neighbour. The cardinality of in(v) is the in-valency of v and the cardinality of out(v) is the out-valency of v.
A path W in a digraph Γ is a sequence v 0 , a 1 , v 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , v n where the v i 's are pairwise distinct vertices and the a i 's are arcs such that a i = (v i−1 , v i ) or a i = (v i , v i−1 ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. One-way infinite paths v 0 , a 1 , v 1 , a 2 , v 3 , . . . are often called rays. When the digraph is without loops and asymmetric, i.e. there is no pair of vertices u, v such that both (u, v) and (v, u) are arcs, then one can leave out the arcs when discussing paths and just list the ver-tices. A digraph is said to be connected if for any pair v, w of vertices there is a path with initial vertex v and terminal vertex w.
A digraph is said to have two ends if it is connected and by removing some finite set of vertices it is possible to get two infinite components, but one never gets more than two infinite components. Formally the ends of a digraph (or a graph) are defined as equivalence classes of rays where two rays are said to be equivalent, or belong to the same end, if there exists an infinite family of pairwise disjoint paths all with their initial vertex in one of the rays and the terminal vertex in the other. This equivalence relation is clearly invariant under the action of the automorphism group and thus the automorphism group acts on the equivalence classes, i.e. the ends. Note that by [4, Corollary 4] a vertex transitive graph has either 0, 1, 2 or at least 2
ends.
An automorphism of a digraph Γ is a bijective map ϕ :
The vertex v 0 is the initial vertex of the k-arc and v k the terminal vertex. The group of automorphisms acts on the set of k-arcs and if this action is transitive then we say that Γ is k-arc-transitive. (Note that 0-arc-transitive means just that the digraph is vertex-transitive.) A digraph that is k-arc-transitive but not (k + 1)-arc-transitive is said to be sharply k-arc-transitive. If a digraph is k-arc-transitive for all k then we say that it is highly-arc-transitive.
Two arcs (not necessarily distinct) are said to be related if they have a common initial vertex or a common terminal vertex. Let R be the transitive closure of this relation. The relation R is clearly an Aut(Γ)-invariant equivalence relation. A subdigraph spanned by one of the equivalence classes is called an alternet. If the automorphism group is transitive on arcs then all the alternets are isomorphic. This relation is defined in the Introduction of [2] where it is called the reachability relation and the alternets are called reachability digraphs.
One can regard the integers Z as an undirected graph in an obvious way, but it is also possible to regard them as a digraph Z with arc-set {(i, i + 1) | i ∈ Z}. A digraph Γ is said to have Property Z if there exists a surjective digraph morphism Γ → Z.
Consider now a group G acting on a set Ω. Denote the image of a point x ∈ Ω under an element g ∈ G by x g . The stabilizer of a point a in G is the subgroup G a = {g ∈ G | a g = a}. For a set A ⊆ Ω we denote the pointwise stabilizer of A by G (A) = {g ∈ G | a g = a for all a ∈ A} and the setwise stabilizer by G {A} = {g ∈ G | A g = A}. For a group G with generating set S we define the Cayley digraph of G with respect to the generating set S as the digraph with vertex set G and (g, h) is an arc if h = sg for some element s ∈ S. If a group G acts regularly (i.e. transitively and no group element, except the identity, fixes any vertex) on a connected digraph ∆ then ∆ is a Cayley digraph for G with respect to some generating set S.
General construction
Let ∆ be a digraph (possibly with loops) with vertex set V = V∆ and arc set E∆. For a positive integer k define Z(∆, k) as the digraph with vertex set Z × V k in which the out-neighbourhood of a vertex (i; v 0 , . . . , v k−1 ) is the set of vertices (i + 1; w 0 , . . . , w k−1 ) satisfying:
The canonical double cover of a digraph ∆, denoted with CDC(∆), is the digraph with vertex-set V × Z 2 (for a non-negative integer n we let Z n denote the ring of integers modulo n) such that (x, y) is an arc in ∆ if and only if ((x, 0), (y, 1)) and ((x, 1), (y, 0)) are arcs in CDC(∆). In the present work we have use for the subdigraph of CDC(∆) that has the same vertex set as CDC(∆) and the arc set is the set of all arcs in CDC(∆) of the type ((x, 0), (y, 1)). This subdigraph will be called the canonical double half-cover of ∆ and denoted CDHC(∆). If ∆ has the property that whenever (u, v) is an arc in ∆ then (v, u) is also an arc in ∆ then the underlying undirected graph of CDHC(∆) is the canonical double cover of the underlying undirected graph of ∆. It is easy to see that in this case CDC(∆) (and thus also CDHC(∆)) is connected if and only if ∆ is connected and not bipartite.
Let i and i
′ be integers such that 0 ≤ i
. . , v k of ∆ the subdigraph of Γ spanned by the set of vertices
is isomorphic to the canonical double half-cover CDHC(∆). When CDHC(∆) is connected these are just the alternets of Z(∆, k) and then one sees that Z(∆, k) is connected.
Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, Praeger constructs in [14, Definition 2.10] a family C r (v, s, ∆) of finite graphs, where r, v, s are positive integers and r is a multiple of s and ∆ is an undirected graph with vertex-set Z v . The graph Z(∆, k) we defined above can be viewed as a generalization of her construction to the infinite case. Praeger then shows in [14, Proposition 2.11] that if ∆ is 1-arc-transitive then the graph C r (v, s, ∆) is s-arc-transitive. In the case were ∆ = K v is a complete graph she also proves that the graph C r (v, r − s, ∆) is sharply s-arc transitive.
In this paper, we not only generalize this to the infinite case by proving analogous results for Z(∆, k) but also relax the condition on 1-arc-transitivity of ∆ (see Lemma 7) , which enables us to construct a wide variety of sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs. Some of these examples have one end, others have two or infinitely many ends and some have polynomial growth of degree k + 1 (see Corollary 14) . Below we explain the relationship between the graphs C r (v, s, ∆) and Z(∆, k) in more details.
Let ∆ be an undirected graph with vertex set Z v for some integer v ≥ 2. Let k ≥ 3 be an integer and m an multiple of k.
(When we construct Z(∆, k) we think of each edge {v, w} in ∆ as being represented by two arcs (v, w) and (w, v).)
For an integer i we let i ′ be the integer such that 0 ≤ i
and if i ′ ≥ 1 then
The arcs in Z(∆, k) are of the type
with (x i ′ , y i ′ ) being an arc of ∆. The image of this arc under θ is
which is an arc in P (∆, k). The map θ is clearly bijective and θ 2 is the identity map. Hence θ is an isomorphism of the digraphs Z(∆, k) and P (∆, k).
The automorphism group
We now discuss the automorphisms of Z(∆, k). First, it is a matter of straightforward calculation to check that the permutation s of Z×V k defined by
is an automorphism of Z(∆, k).
The group generated by s and the set
k ⋊ Z where the automorphism s generates Z and cyclically permutes the components of (Aut(∆)) k .
Proposition 1. Suppose ∆ is a Cayley digraph for a group H. If the digraph Z(∆, k) is connected then it is a Cayley digraph for the group H k ⋊ Z.
Proof. Clearly H k ⋊ Z acts regularly on Z(∆, k) and thus Z(∆, k) is a Cayley digraph for G.
In some cases there is a more general way to construct automorphisms. For that we need the notion of a two-fold automorphism described below.
Let ∆ be a digraph and V the vertex-set of ∆. Following [7] and [8] , a pair (g, h) of permutations of V is called a two-fold automorphism (or a TFautomorphism, for short) of ∆ provided that for every two vertices u, v ∈ V we have that (u, v) ∈ E∆ if and only if (u g , v h ) ∈ E∆. TF-automorphisms were first studied in [20] , where they were called autotopies.
TF-automorphisms arise naturally in the study of the automorphism group of the canonical double half-cover of a digraph. Namely, if ∆ is a digraph and CDHC(∆) is its canonical double half-cover, then a TFautomorphism (g, h) of ∆ gives rise to an automorphism of CDHC(∆) that maps the vertex (x, 0) to (x g , 0) and the vertex (x, 1) to (x h , 1) for every vertex x of ∆. Conversely, every automorphism of CDHC(∆) arises in this way from a TF-automorphism of ∆.
The set of all TF-automorphisms of ∆ will be denoted by TF(∆) and it forms a subgroup of Sym(V ) × Sym(V ). Let
Note that both TF 1 (∆) and TF 2 (∆) are subgroups of Sym(V ). Let HAut(∆) denote their intersection. Clearly, Aut(∆) ≤ HAut(∆).
Below, " div " denotes integer division so that if n and k are positive integers then "n div k" denotes the largest integer l such that kl ≤ n.
Lemma 2. Let g = {g t } t∈Z be a family of permutations of the vertex set of a digraph ∆ such that for each t ∈ Z the pair (g t , g t+1 ) is a two-fold automorphism of ∆. Then the mapping [g] j , for 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, defined by (i; x 0 , . . . , x j , . . . , x k−1 )
[g] j = (i; x 0 , . . . , x gt j , . . . , x k−1 ),
Proof. Suppose that a = (i; x 0 , . . . , x k−1 ), (i + 1; y 0 , . . . , y k−1 )
is an arc of Z(∆, k).
Suppose first that j ≡ i mod k. Then
and hence
.
Since x j = y j it is clear that this is also an arc in Z(∆, k).
Since a is an arc of Z(∆, k), we have that (x j , y j ) = (x i ′ , y i ′ ) ∈ E∆. And, because (g t , g t+1 ) is a TF-automorphism then (x gt j , y
is also in E∆. Thus, the image of a under [g] j is also an arc of Z(∆, k).
Definition 3.
Suppose that H is a non-trivial subgroup of HAut(∆). If ψ is an automorphism of H such that (g, g ψ ) ∈ TF(∆) for every g ∈ H then we say that H is a ψ-stable subgroup of HAut(∆).
A ψ-stable subgroup H is said to be ψ-arc-transitive if for every two arcs (x, y) and (z, w) of ∆ there exists g ∈ H such that (x g , y g ψ ) = (z, w).
Note that if H is a ψ-stable subgroup of HAut(∆) and g ∈ H, then g ψ t ∈ H for every t ∈ Z and (g ψ t , g ψ t+1 ) ∈ TF(∆) for every t ∈ Z. We now give two basic examples of digraphs admitting a ψ-arc-transitive ψ-stable subgroup. Example 5. Let Θ n be a directed cycle of length n ≥ 3 with a loop attached at every vertex. Furthermore, Θ ∞ denotes an infinite directed line with a loop attached at every vertex. Identify the vertex set of Θ n with Z n and the vertex set of Θ ∞ with Z in the obvious way. Let a and b be the permutations of VΘ n with 3 ≤ n ≤ ∞ defined by x a = x+1 and x b = −x, respectively. Set H = a, b and observe that H is the dihedral group consisting of all elements of the form b ǫ a i for ǫ ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ Z. A straightforward computation shows that for every i ∈ Z, the pairs (a i , a i ) and (ba i , ba i+1 ) are elements of TF(Θ n ), implying that H ≤ HAut(Θ n ). Moreover, by letting ψ be the automorphism of H that acts as the identity on a and maps ba i to ba i+1 , we see that H is ψ-stable. Finally, H is ψ-arc-transitive in the sense of Definition 3. For future reference, note that when dealing with Θ n with n < ∞ the order of ψ is n. Corollary 6. Let H be a ψ-stable subgroup of HAut(∆). Then for every j ∈ Z k and g ∈ H, the mapping [g] j,ψ defined by
where t = (i − j + k − 1) div k, is an automorphism of Z(∆, k). For a fixed value of j this defines an action of H on Z(∆, k).
Proof. That [g] j,ψ is an automorphism of Γ = Z(∆, k) follows immediately by applying Lemma 2 to the sequence g = {g ψ t } t∈Z . Since ψ is an automorphism of H we get an action of H on Z(∆, k).
Note that if g, h ∈ H and j and j ′ are two distinct elements in Z k , then [g] j,ψ and [h] j ′ ,ψ commute. In particular, the group generated by all the automorphisms [g] j,ψ , with g ∈ H and j ∈ Z k , is isomorphic to the group H k . Recall that s denotes the automorphism of Z(∆, k) defined by
] 0,ψ , implying that the group generated by s and all the elements [g] j,ψ , with g ∈ H and j ∈ Z k (which we will denote by H ψ , but in the case where ψ is the identity automorphism we will just write H), is isomorphic to the semidirect product H k ⋊ s . If the automorphism ψ has order l < ∞ then the automorphism of H ψ induced by conjugation by s has order kl.
k-arc transitivity
The next lemma justifies the introduction of the concepts of ψ-stable subgroups and ψ-arc-transitive subgroups of HAut(∆).
Lemma 7.
Suppose that ∆ is a digraph such that CDHC(∆) is vertex-and arc-transitive. Then Z(∆, k) is k-arc-transitive. In the case that H is a ψ-arc-transitive, ψ-stable subgroup of HAut(∆), then the group H ψ is k-arctransitive on Z(∆, k).
Proof. Since Aut(Z(∆, k)) is clearly vertex-transitive, it suffices to show that for any two k-arcs γ 1 and γ 2 of Z(∆, k) with their initial vertex having the first coordinate 0, there exists an automorphism mapping γ 1 to γ 2 . Note that two such k-arcs must be of the form where, for each j ∈ Z k , the pairs (x j , y j ) and (z j , w j ) are arcs in Γ.
Now find for j = 0, . . . , k−1 families h j = {h j t } t∈Z of elements in HAut(∆) such that (h j t , h j t+1 ) is a a TF-automorphism for all t ∈ Z and (x
The second claim in the Lemma follows directly from the first claim.
Remark. In the case where ∆ is arc-transitive then this Lemma is essentially the same as the first statement in [14, Proposition 2.11] and the proofs use the same basic idea.
Corollary 8. Let ∆ be a connected arc-transitive digraph. Suppose that H ≤ Aut(∆) acts arc-transitively on ∆. Then the group G = H k ⋊ Z acts k-arc-transitively on Z(∆, k), where Z acts on H k by cyclically permuting the factors.
Let us call a digraph ∆ stable if for each x ∈ V∆ the pair {(x, 0), (x, 1)} is a block of imprimitivity of Aut(CDHC(∆)). (A set A ⊆ V∆ is called a block of imprimitivity for a group G acting on V∆ if for every g ∈ G either A = A g or A ∩ A g = ∅.) An automorphism fixing either of the vertices (x, 0) or (x, 1) must then also fix the other one. Our aim is to show that the digraphs Z(Θ n , k) with 3 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and Z( K d+1 , k) with d ≥ 2 are not (k + 1)-arc-transitive. This requires a detailed analysis of the structure of these graphs, but a simpler argument can be used to show that these graphs are not highly-arc-transitive (excluding the case Z(Θ ∞ , k)).
Lemma 10. (a)
The digraphs Z(Θ n , k) with 3 ≤ n < ∞ are not highly-arctransitive.
(b) Let ∆ be a finite connected stable digraph and k a positive integer. Then Γ = Z(∆, k) is not highly-arc-transitive.
Proof. We prove part (b). A similar argument applies to the graphs Z(Θ n , k).
Set G = Aut(Γ). Recall that the vertex set of Γ is equal to the set Z × V k and Γ i = {i} × V k where V = V∆. If ∆ is stable then any automorphism of CDHC(∆) that fixes all the vertices in one part of the bipartition of CDHC(∆) is trivial. Any automorphism that fixes all the vertices in Γ 0 must also fix all vertices in Γ −1 and Γ 1 and so on. We conclude that the subgroup G (Γ 0 ) is trivial. If v is a vertex in Γ 0 then G (Γ 0 ) has finite index in G v and hence G v is finite. Therefore it is impossible that G acts highly-arctransitively on Γ.
With a bit more work we can do better and show that these graphs cannot be (k + 1)-arc-transitive.
(b) Let ∆ be a connected stable directed graph with vertex-set V and k a positive integer. Assume that whenever (v, w) is an arc in ∆ then (w, v) is also an arc in ∆. If CDHC(∆) is arc-transitive then Z(∆, k) is sharply k-arc-transitive.
Proof. (a) Set Γ = Z(Θ n , k). The statement that Γ is k-arc-transitive follows from Lemma 7. In what follows we assume n < ∞ but the argument is the same if n = ∞. Let γ be the k-arc (0; 0, . . . , 0), (1; 0, . . . , 0) , . . . , (k; 0, . . . , 0). The vertex (k; 0, . . . , 0) has two out-neighbours, the vertices (k + 1; 0, 0, . . . , 0) and (k +  1; 1, 0, . . . , 0) . We show that the subgroup fixing γ must also fix these two vertices.
Suppose g is an automorphism that fixes the k-arc γ and
The alternet containing the vertices (k; 0, 0, . . . , 0) and (k + 1; 0, 0, . . . , 0) is an alternating 2n cycle. The vertex (k; 0, 0, . . . , 0) is fixed by g and also, depending on whether n is even or odd, either the vertex (k; n/2, 0, . . . , 0) or (k + 1; (n + 1)/2, 0, . . . , 0) but all the other vertices in the alternet are moved. Then (k; 1, 0, . . . , 0) g = (k; j, 0, . . . , 0) and j = 1. On the other hand, g fixes all the vertices in the alternet containing the arc ((0, 0, . . . , 0), (1; 0, . . . , 0)). In particular g fixes the vertex (1; 1, 0, . . . , 0). So, g takes the (k − 1)-arc (1; 1, 0, . . . , 0), (2; 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (k; 1, 0, . . . , 0) to a (k − 1)-arc whose initial vertex is (1; 1, 0 , . . . , 0) and terminal vertex is (k; j, 0, . . . , 0). Both these (k − 1)-arcs are contained in the subdigraph spanned by
. . , v n−1 ) and (i + 1; w 0 , . . . , w n−1 ) are adjacent vertices in this subdigraph then v 0 = w 0 . Hence it is impossible that there is a (k − 1)-arc in this subdigraph having (1; 1, 0 , . . . , 0) as an initial vertex and (k; j, 0, . . . , 0), with j = 1, as a terminal vertex. Now we have reached a contradiction and it is impossible that such an automorphism g exists. Whereupon, we see that any automorphism fixing the arc γ must also fix the two vertices (k+1; 0, 0, . . . , 0) and (k+1; 1, 0, . . . , 0) and hence Z(Θ n , k) is not (k + 1)-arc-transitive. 
. , w).
Suppose g is an automorphism fixing each vertex of this k-arc and that g does not fix the vertex (k + 1; v, w, . . . , w) that is an out-neighbour of (k; w, w, . . . , w). The alternet containing the vertices (k; w, w, . . . , w) and (k + 1; v, w, . . . , w) is invariant under g. Since g does not fix the vertex (k + 1; v, w, . . . , w) then the stability condition implies that g does not fix (k; v, w, . . . , w) and (k; v, w, . . . , w) g = (k; u, w, . . . , w) for some u = v. Using the assumption that the digraph ∆ is stable we see that since g fixes (0; v, v, . . . , v) the stability condition implies that g also fixes (1; v, v, . . . , v) . Now we see that g maps the (k − 1)-arc (1; v, v, . . . , v), (2; v, w, . . . , v), . . . , (k; v, w, . . . , w) to a (k − 1)-arc having (1; v, v, . . . , v) as an initial vertex and (k; u, w, . . . , w) as a terminal vertex. Both these (k − 1)-arcs are contained in the subdigraph spanned by Γ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Γ k . As above, it is impossible that the latter (k − 1)-arc exists. Hence g cannot exist and Γ is not (k + 1)-arc-transitive.
Corollary 12. For every d ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1 the graph Z( K d+1 , k) is a twoended digraph with in-and out-valency equal to d which is sharply k-arctransitive.
Variations on a theme

Finite examples of sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs
Theorem 13. (a) Let ∆ be a connected stable directed graph with vertexset V and k a positive integer. Assume that whenever (v, w) is an arc in ∆ then (w, v) is also an arc in ∆ and that CDHC(∆) is arc-transitive. Set Γ = Z(∆, k). Let s be the automorphism of Γ described at the beginning of Section 2 and set N = s q where q = lk for some integer l > 1. Then Γ/N is a sharply k-arc-transitive finite digraph.
(b) Adopt the notation used in Example 5 and in Section 2. Define Γ = Z(Θ n , k), where 3 ≤ n < ∞ and k ≥ 1. Set N = s q where q is some number that is divisible by kn. Then the digraph Γ/N where N = s q is a sharply k-arc-transitive finite digraph.
Proof. (a) Since s k is central in H, the group N is normal in H. The group H acts k-arc-transitively on Γ and then H also acts k-arc-transitively on the quotient digraph Γ/N. Define Γ [0,k+1] as the subdigraph in Z(∆, k) that is spanned by Γ 0 ∪· · ·∪Γ k ∪Γ k+1 (see Section 1). As q > k, the image of Γ [0,k+1] in the quotient digraph Γ/N is isomorphic to Γ [0,k+1] and the argument used in Theorem 11 proves that Γ is not (k + 1)-arc-transitive applies.
(b) Since the order of ψ is n we see that s q is central in H ψ . Hence N is a normal subgroup of H ψ . The result then follows in the same way as in part (a).
Remark. In the case where ∆ is a connected arc-transitive graph the graph Γ/N described in part (a) of the above Theorem is the same as the graph C q (|V∆|, k, ∆) constructed by Praeger in [14, Definition 2.10]. She proves that these graphs are k-arc-transitive, [14, Proposition 2.1], but does not explore the question whether or not these graphs are (k + 1)-arc-transitive.
In her paper Praeger does construct a family of finite digraphs that are sharply k-arc-transitive. She defines a digraph C r (v, k) that has vertex set Z r × Z 
Polynomial growth
Let Γ be a connected digraph. For a vertex v let b n (v) denote the number of vertices that can be reached from v with a path of length ≤ n. The digraph Γ is said to have polynomial growth if there is a polynomial P such that b n (v) ≤ P (n) for all n ≥ 0. (One can show that this property does not depend on the choice of the vertex v.) The lowest possible degree of the polynomial P bounding b n (x) is the degree of the growth.
Seifter in [15] shows that if Γ is an undirected graph with polynomial growth and Aut(Γ) acts transitively on the set of paths of length s then s ≤ 7. As pointed out by Seifter in [16, p. 1532] it follows from results in [11] that a digraph with polynomial growth of degree higher than linear, in which case the digraph has only one end, cannot be highly-arc-transitive. It is a natural question to ask if a one-ended digraph with polynomial growth (i.e. not linear growth) can be k-arc-transitive for arbitrarily high values of k.
Corollary 14. The digraph Z(Θ ∞ , k) has polynomial growth of degree k + 1 and only one end and is sharply k-arc-transitive.
Proof. The digraph Θ ∞ is a Cayley digraph for Z. By Proposition 1 the digraph Z(Θ ∞ , k) is a Cayley digraph for the group G = Z k ⋊ Z where Z acts on Z k by cyclically permuting the factors. If s is a generator for the factor Z in this semi-direct product then s k is central in G and the subgroup Z k × s k ∼ = Z k+1 has finite index in G. Using a result of Wolf [19, Theorem 3.11] we conclude that Γ has the same growth degree as a locally finite Cayley digraph for Z k+1 and by [19, Proposition 3.6 ] the growth degree of such Cayley digraphs is k + 1. The digraph Z(Θ ∞ , k) has therefore only one end and is locally finite. It follows from Lemma 7 that this digraph is k-arc-transitive and from Theorem 11 that it is not (k +1)-arc-transitive.
Corollary 14 gives examples of sharply k-arc-transitive digraphs whose underlying (undirected) graphs have polynomial growth of growth rate k + 1. So it is clear that the growth rate of our k-arc-transitive digraphs grows with k. Hence it is natural to ask if one can find digraphs whose underlying graphs have a fixed growth rate d > 1 but are k-arc-transitive for arbitrarily large k? Since it seems that an answer to this question might be really difficult to find, we pose it as a problem:
Problem. Does there exist a function f (d) such that if Γ is a k-arc-transitive digraph and the underlying graph has growth rate d, then k < f (d)?
Still more examples with the direct fibre product
The direct fibre product defined by Neumann in [13] can be used in conjunction with the construction of Z(∆, k) above.
Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be connected digraphs having Property Z, witnessed by digraph morphisms ϕ 1 : Γ 1 → Z and ϕ 2 : Γ 2 → Z. The direct fibre product Γ = Γ 1 ϕ 1 × ϕ 2 Γ 2 is a digraph with vertex and edge sets
Let π 1 and π 2 denote the projections from VΓ onto the sets VΓ 1 and VΓ 2 , respectively. Both these projections are digraph homomorphisms.
Lemma 15. Let Γ 1 , Γ 2 and Γ be as above.
If both Γ 1 and Γ 2 are vertex-transitive then Γ is also vertex-transitive. When both Γ 1 and Γ 2 are k-arc-transitive then Γ is also k-arc-transitive. In particular, if Γ 1 and Γ 2 are highly-arc-transitive then Γ is highly-arctransitive.
Proof. Set G 1 = Aut(Γ 1 ) and G 2 = Aut(Γ 2 ). Let N i denote the kernel of the action of G i on the fibers of ϕ i for i = 1, 2. Furthermore, define ϕ as the digraph homomorphism ϕ : Γ → Z such that ϕ(v, w) = ϕ 1 (v) and recall that ϕ 1 (v) = ϕ 2 (w).
As Neumann observes in [13] then
Clearly N 1 × N 2 acts transitively on each fiber of ϕ. Say that g i ∈ G i is a translation of magnitude l i if ϕ i (v g i ) = ϕ i (v) + l i for some vertex v in Γ i (and hence every vertex). If g 1 ∈ G 1 and g 2 ∈ G 2 have the same magnitude then the map (v, w) → (v g 1 , w g 2 ) is an automorphism of Γ. These two observations imply that Γ is vertex-transitive.
Let γ 1 and γ 2 be two k-arcs in Γ. Because we have already shown that Γ is vertex-transitive we may assume that γ 1 and γ 2 have the same initial vertex. Set γ . Now, (g 1 , g 2 ) ∈ N 1 × N 2 and, acting on Γ, this element takes the k-arc γ 1 to the k-arc γ 2 . The conclusions now follow.
Theorem 16. Suppose Γ 1 is some connected k-arc-transitive digraph that has property Z. Let ∆ be a finite connected stable digraph such that CDHC(∆) is arc-transitive and Z(∆, k) is connected, or let ∆ = Θ n for 3 ≤ n < ∞. Set Γ 2 = Z(∆, k) for some positive integer k. Then Γ = Γ 1 ϕ 1 × ϕ 1 Γ 2 is sharply k-arc-transitive.
Proof. That Γ is k-arc-transitive follows from Lemmas 7 and 15.
Let L = . . . , v −1 , v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . be an infinite directed line in Γ 1 . The subdigraph spanned by π −1 1 (L) is isomorphic to Γ 2 = Z(∆, k). The argument in Theorem 11 shows that if an automorphism fixes a k-arc lying in this subdigraph then this automorphism must also fix those out-neighbours of the terminal vertex of the k-arc that lie in this subdigraph. Thus Γ is not (k + 1)-arc-transitive.
Example 17. Suppose Γ 2 is equal to Z(Θ n , k), for some 3 ≤ n < ∞ or equal to Z( K d , k), for some 2 ≤ d < ∞.
Let Γ 1 be a directed tree, not isomorphic to Z, that is highly-arc-transitive and has Property Z. Then the direct fibre product of Γ 1 and Γ 2 has infinitely many ends and is sharply k-arc-transitive.
The Diestel-Leader graphs DL(p, q), for p, q ≥ 2 were originally defined in [5] . The Diestel-Leader graphs can be described in various ways; one description is in [11, Example 1] and an another one in [1] . In [1] they are described in terms of the horocyclic product of trees. The direct fibre product in [13] is an analogue of the horocyclic product and one can describe the Diestel-Leader graphs in terms of the direct fibre product, as explained in [13, Section 4.5] . Let T 1 be the regular directed tree with in-valency 1 and out-valency p and T 2 be the regular directed tree with in-valency q and out-valency 1. Both of these digraphs have property Z and their direct fibre product is a directed graph Γ 1 whose underlying undirected graph is the Diestel-Leader graph DL(p, q). By Lemma 15 this digraph Γ 1 is highly-arctransitive. It is shown in [5, Proposition 5] that the graphs DL(p, q) have just one end but this can also be seen from the construction in [11, Example 1] . The direct fibre product of Γ 1 and Γ 2 is a digraph that is sharply k-arctransitive and has one end and exponential growth.
